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Abstract: Tlie problem of propagation of bending waves in the axially 
compressed non-circular cylindrical shell is analysed. On the edges that 
may be not plane the conditions of a joint support are considered. The 
axial load is a function of circumferential co-ordinate. Initial displacement 
are localised near some meridian. Solution is constructed as a 
superposition of the localised families (packets) of bending v\aves. By 
using complex WKB-method the problem is reduced to the sequence of 
one-dimensional initial boundary value problem.

1. Introduction
Consider an elastic non-circular c\ lindrical shell that is sufficiently thin for the applicability of 

both the assumptions of the classical shell tlieory and the asymptotic methods. Tlie orthogonal co

ordinate system (д:, (p̂  is assumed as shown in Figure 1 so that the first quadratic fonn of the middle

surface has the fonn R'[ds^ +d<p-). Tlie shell edges may be not plane so that s,(y>) < s < ,

T* where s = .x/R is a dimensionless longitudinal co-ordinate, Я is tlie 

characteristic size of the middle surface, is a circumferential co

ordinate {(p̂  < (p < ip,) . hi this case the variable curvature radius 

Я, =Rfk{(p) . 1Ъе tliickness h , Young’s modulus Я, Poisson’s ratio v 

and the mass density p  may be functions of <p . The case when die 

shell experiences the axial non-unifomi (in the circumferential 

direction) and non-stationary load 7',"(^, 0  is considered here.



Wc will study non-stalionary localised wave processes being accompanied by the fonnation оГ a 

large number of short waves running in tlie circumferential direction. It is assumed also that 

T'{(pJ) is a slowly varying function so that tlic dynamic stress state of the shell due to the axial stress

7',* may be considered as the membrane one. 'faking into account tliese assumptions, for the analysis 

of running waves the semi-membrane shell equations [1, 2]
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where are the nonnal displacements and stress function, respectively, /‘ is time, is the

characteristic time, 0 < / / is a small parameter, /i„, are the characteristic values of li.E.

V, p  (for example, at ^  = 0 ), respectively. ^

ЛИ tlie functions Sj{<p),il((p), g(-<p),7]i(p, 0> k(tp), m{(p) are assumed to be infinitely dilTerentiable 

and together witli the derivatives witli respect to <p be quantities of tlie order 0 (1) at p  —> 0 .

Tlie shell edges л = 5,(p). s = s^{tp) are supposed to satisfy Navier’s conditions

3  s '
P )

Tlie wave fonns of motion caused by the initial displacements and velocities
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=W,is,(p,n)F,, (4)

where

(5)

will be studied below. In equations (5), (/„ > 0, /)„ are constants, and !V„, K„ are the complex-valued 

functions such that •"

c?ni' •- /Г" at // -> 0 , m = 0, 1....

The real and iniiigimuy parts of functions (4) wth account taken oftlie lust inequality in equations 

(5), define the two initial wave packets (WP) localised near the generator <p = 0. They approximate 

perturbations which may be generated in the shell by some transient lorces applied along die line 

^ = 0. Ihe similar initial wave fomiations near the ’’weakest” line [ 1 ] may arise in the shell with 

variable geometrical and physical characteristics under parametric excitations [3].

2. Method of solution

As the initial conditions (5) represent the WP with centre at the line ^  = 0, it is natural to seek a 

solution of linear system ( 1) in the fonn of superimposing wave packets travelling in the 

circumferential direction [4|

(6 )

The pair IV̂ w i l l  be called the wth WP. Let cp = q„(<p) be the packet centre of die ;idi WP, where 

q^(i) is unknown twice differentiable function such that ry„(o) = 0 . hi view of the local character of 

the solutions, it is convenient to introduce a local co-ordinate system connected with the centre </„(/) :

(7)
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Assuming that the waves have large vanability in the axial direction .v, we will scale:

5 = nq (8)

Following to |4, 51, the functions (F , are assumed to be of the fonn

(9)

F„ = exp < i

where (0„{l) - P„(̂ ) - ^-(0 are twice dilTerentiable functions, lm/)„(f) > 0  for any / > 0 ,and 

<p̂  are pohnomials in . All the coelTicients in equations (1) are expanded into the series in 

in a neighbourhood of the centre <p = q „(f)-

Substituting (6) - (9) into system (1) and boundary conditions (3) produces the sequence of one

dimensional boundary value problems |4, 5)

У А Л' = 0 ,m  = 0,l,2.....ly mt- j ’  » > • .
j L j u  U ]  Y у

ry \ г I I ' run \п т ’Лпл1/
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with corresponding boundary conditions. Here

( 10)
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and the boundary conditions for w„a-Zno are as follows:

u' = ^  =0 у = ^  -  -  = 0” мл — _  ^ 2  ’  Л л О  ^ 2  ' ( 12)
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Because of awkwardness, the matrix operators L̂ j as well as the boundrux' conditions at /  > I are not

written out here. The symbol T means a transposition.

In the zeroth order approximation (m = 0), one has the homogeneous boundary value problem 

(10), (12). It has the non-trivial .solution

-v„„=p„o(l„d));(tk(?T/„(/)) (13)

if

= <У«Ял , (14)

where

г» t  Л <;») = sill {(р\д -  S', [<p)), = , s, = /Г Ч , / = 1,2, n = l,2 ,... (15)

and

//. =
ч{ч„)

(16)

is Hamiltoman function. Hie vector 1,(0 = (1, .''„(O)”̂ is not written out here.

hi the first and second order approximations, one has the non-homogeneous boundary-value 

problems ( 10) with corresponding boundary conditions for Zm Th^ compatibility

conditions for these problems yield the Hamiltonian system

 ̂ , r/„(0) = 0 . p„{0) = a„ , (17)

the Riccati equation

К + И Я  +2H^b„+H^=0,  h„{0) = h, (18)

and the amplitude equation

dP
dt

Р.л=0 (19)

witli respect to polynomial ■ In the last equation, , zl„2are certain functions of time 1.

To find vectors Л',̂ , for 7 > 1, it is necessary to consider tlie higher approximations.

3. Conclusion

It may be seen that the constnicted solution (6), (9) represents tlie superposition of the nth WP 

travelling in the circumferential direction. Tlie signs (±) in equation (14) indicate Uie availability of
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two branches (positive and negative) of the solution corresponding to the th and и tli Wl  ̂

running in the opposite directions. Analysis of this solution shou's that the behavior of tlie /jlh WP 

depends on both tlic correlation of the shell parameters and the load non-homogeneity. For example, 

consider the cylindrical shell willi constant geometrical and physical parameters under stationary 

non-uniform axial forces T̂ {<p) . Let Uie cenbe of the initial WP to coincide with the ’Veakest” line 

(p = 0 111, where T'(0) = 0, T,\0) < 0 . Analysis of the Hamiltonian system (17) indicates that if Uie 

' energy’’ of the initial WP is not large then the rellections of tlie ntli WP from some generator yo = y»,.

are possible Numerical solutions of equations (17) and (18) shows that these rellections may be 

accompanied by strong focusing and growth of the amplitudes of the ntli WP.
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